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Ashwell and his co-workers have published a report describing second harmonic generation (SHG) from a laser
beam (Nd5YAG, 1.064 mm) by a Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) monolayer of a symmetrically substituted diaryl
squaraine dye. The molecular geometry of the squaraine, and its unit cell is known to be centrosymmetric in the
crystalline state. It has been stated that interfacial effects (arising from the twin-step function in the refractive index)
cannot account for the magnitude of the observed SHG. It has also been assumed that molecular centrosymmetry
has been retained in the LB film, with the observed SHG being attributed to the presence of non-centrosymmetric
ensembles of these centrosymmetric molecules.

We show that an electronically distorted (and therefore non-centrosymmetric) squaraine molecule can exhibit
large SHG coefficients, these distortions being induced by the proximity of the highly polar species that constitute
the molecular environment. In our model of a T-shaped dimer, both monomer components become non-
centrosymmetric, the mutual interaction between the two monomers being modelled by using a negative or a
positive sparkle. We attribute the noteworthy SHG output from LB films of Ashwells centrosymmetric squaraines
to intramolecular charge transfer within the distorted monomers in the T-dimer.

Second harmonic generation (SHG) by an electric dipole thought-provoking finding that squaraine molecules of proven
centrosymmetric structure in the crystalline state exhibit secondmechanism is not possible in a centrosymmetric medium.
harmonic generation of laser light when deposited asThus, non-centrosymmetric molecules have usually been
Langmuir–Blodgett films. Two means by which the centrosym-chosen when preparing organic systems for the study of SHG.
metry of the squaraine monomers can be destroyed haveHowever, Ashwell et al. have now shown that squaraine
already been considered; namely, the step-function in themolecules that are centrosymmetric in the crystalline state can
refractive index represented by the substrate–organic–airexhibit SHG1,2 when deposited as thin, compressed films, and
interfaces and the formation of non-centrosymmetric aggre-the occurrence of non-centrosymmetric ensembles in
gates.1,2 Attention has focused upon acentric aggregationLangmuir–Blodgett films of tetra-alkyl squaraines has been
because the magnitude of the observed SHG (and its partialinvoked as the cause of these unexpected results. A centrosym-
retention when the LB layers are deposited upon an inactivemetric bonding structure has been assumed to be present in
organic Langmuir–Blodgett underlayer)4 is too large to bethe monomers comprising these ensembles,1 and emphasis has
attributed to an interfacial step function. Magnetic dipole andbeen placed upon contributions from intermolecular charge
electric quadrupole mechanisms have also been discounted, intransfer as the principal cause of the large magnitude of the
the case of these squaraines, because the observed effect isobserved SHG.2 We show that non-centrosymmetric mon-
so large.1omers3 created by intermolecular electric fields can be present

There is a mechanism by which the centre of inversionin dimeric ensembles, and that vector addition of the intramol-
symmetry in the monomeric squaraine chromophore can beecular charge transfer contributions to the SHG from these
destroyed; this mechanism involves asymmetric distortion ofdistorted monomers can help interpret Ashwell’s observations.4
the charge distribution in the monomer by the highly polarAll expressions for the electric dipole mechanism5,6 for
molecular environment. It is the origin and effect of thishalving the wavelength of incident light (second harmonic
distortion that constitute the theme of this paper.generation, SHG) involve the ground state (O), the electric

dipole operators (r1 , r2 , r3) and excited states (a, b) in a triple-
product of matrix elements of general form <O|r1|a><a|r2|b><b|r3|O>. In the presence of a centre of inversion Structures of monomeric squaraines
symmetry, O is classified as even (gerade) and all r

i
are odd

Centrosymmetric monomers(ungerade). By the Laporte Parity Rule,7 a and b must both
be odd if the first and last matrix elements are to be overall The structure of the centrosymmetric form of the squaraine
even (and thereby non-zero on symmetry grounds). chromophore (I ) is conventionally depicted as shown in Fig. 1.
Consequently, the matrix element <a|r2|b> is odd and must Although this is consistent with the lack of characteristic CLO
be zero. Therefore a material can only exhibit SHG (by an bond-stretching frequency in the infra-red spectrum, it does
electric dipole mechanism) if it is constituted of ensembles or not account for the quinonoid-like alternation of bond lengths
unit cells that are non-centrosymmetric. exhibited by the donor parts of the molecule. Inclusion of four

Awareness of this rigorous rule has brought about the equivalent hemiquinonoidal structures [summarised as II,
extensive use of non-centrosymmetric molecules in the design Fig. 1] takes account of the observed bond-length alternation
of SHG-active organic solids, despite the fact that such mol- (BLA). Structures I and II respectively depict the ‘aromatic’
ecules often pack to give centrosymmetric unit cells, thereby and ‘quinonoidal’ forms of the centrosymmetric monomer.
destroying the sought-after SHG.8 Bigelow and Freund9 have performed a detailed theoretical

There was a dramatic break from this tradition when study of the centrosymmetric squaraine structure and found
that, by modelling the presence of polar solvent by theAshwell and his co-workers1 published their exciting and
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these dimers are displaced along their molecular axes, dimers
exhibiting pronounced SHG will not be obtained because a
vectorial property will either cancel completely, or cancel to a
substantial extent. Ashwell et al.16 have observed a distorted
T-shape dimer in the solid state and have stated that the
individual chromophores are centrosymmetric. We have
adopted a perfect T-shaped dimer of coplanar monomers
(which are initially centrosymmetric) for our calculations
(Fig. 3). The closest intermolecular O–N separation is denoted
as R. In the absence of N-alkyl groups, the minimum value of
R ~0.25 nm is determined by the geometry of the hydrogen-
bonded HNHO rhombohedron. In the tetra-n-butyl compound
the closest intermolecular contact16 of 0.3382 nm is between
an oxygen atom and the carbon atom of the 1-CH2 unit of an
N-n-butyl substituent. Even in compressed films of squaraines
with small N-alkyl groups we suggest that R�0.35 nm.

Bigelow and Freund9 modelled the influence of solvent-
oxygen atoms upon squaraine dyes by the use of sparkles in

Fig. 1 Bonding structures of bis(4-alkylaminophenyl )squaraine dyes. the MNDO formalism. Using the same formalism we have
I: centrosymmetric aromatic form; II: centrosymmetric partially quino- modelled the influence of an O− centre upon the T-stem
noid form; III: non-centrosymmetric form with quinonoid and monomer by placing a unit-charged negative sparkle on thearomatic regions. R=H or CH3 in our calculations.

long molecular axis at a distance R=0.35 nm. In contrast to
Bigelow and Freund,9 we have applied an asymmetric pertur-

inclusion of centrosymmetrically positioned sparkles, a polar bation and the perturbed molecule has become non-centrosym-
medium enhanced the BLA, stabilised the quinonoidal form metric. The donor region in the T-stem monomer adjacent to
and retained the centrosymmetry. We therefore suggest that the O− (or sparkle) is now markedly quinonoid, whereas the
the presence of O− centres within adjacent molecules in the remote donor region is rendered more aromatic; the differing
polar medium of a Langmuir–Blodgett film of a squaraine dye extents of bond-length alternation (shown in Fig. 3) serve to
will have a similar effect, with the exception that there are few highlight this point. As a consequence, the donor region in
locations for the O− centres that will retain centrosymmetry the T-stem monomer adjacent to the T-cross monomer can
in an adjacent, and consequently perturbed molecule. now be regarded as having an LN+R2 centre, and we have

therefore modelled the perturbation of the T-cross monomer
Non-centrosymmetric monomers by placing a unit-charged positive sparkle on the short molecu-

lar axis at a distance R=0.35 nm from the adjacent oxygenResearchers engaged in technical, commercial applications of
atom. The outcome is that the dimer (IV ) and both monomerssquaraine dyes (especially solid-state electrophotography and
are all, individually, non-centrosymmetric (Fig. 3), althoughoptical storage) frequently use the non-centrosymmetric
reflection symmetry about the molecular (xy) and yz planes ishemiquinonoid structure III (Fig. 1), and a range of theoretical
maintained. Thus, intramolecular charge transfer within bothmethods have been applied to dyes to which this structure has
monomers can now contribute to SHG, for which only dipolebeen assigned,10–13 even when the pattern of substitution is
moments and transition moments in the y-direction need be‘symmetrical’. In the context of predicting the energies of the
considered for a non-distorted T-shape. Dibella et al. havelower excited states of squaraines10–13 and a range of planar,

conjugated donor–acceptor dyes14,15 other workers have found
that the p-electrons-only (SCF-PPP-CI) method proffered
greater predictive facility than all-valence-electron methods.

Structures of dimeric squaraines
Squaraine dyes are donor–acceptor–donor systems, and the
centrosymmetric monomer is usually depicted D–A–D. The
non-centrosymmetric monomer can be depicted as D+LA−–D
(cf. III ). Both these monomers can form four centrosymmetric
dimers (two face-to-face and two in-plane (Fig. 2)). When

Fig. 3 Charge-distorted non-centrosymmetric idealised T-dimer
consisting of two non-centrosymmetric monomers, with an intermol-
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Fig. 2 Idealised structures of simple dimers. 2a and 2b depict ecular N+–O− separation R. The influence of the O− (in the T-cross
monomer) upon the T-stem monomer (modelled by a sparkles calcu-centrosymmetric dimers of Structure III (which may be face-to-face

or coplanar). 2c depicts a non-centrosymmetric, idealised T-dimer of lation using the MOPAC package) is shown by the appended bond
lengths: note the distinct quinonoid and aromatic regions in the T-stemStructure I and 2d depicts a non-centrosymmetric and distorted

T-dimer of Structure III. monomer for R=0.35 nm.
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recently reported that a geometrically centrosymmetric dimeric distorted T-dimer has calculated values of b(−2v,v,v) higher
than an extensive range of donor–acceptor dyes.19cationic (charge-injected) ensemble exhibits a substantial

dipole moment and SHG by virtue of a non-centrosymmetric Our results show that over 95% of the contributions to
b(−2v,v,v) come from the first excited state and that 98% ofdistribution of charge.17 This is similar to the influence of

sparkles upon geometrically centrosymmetric species that we this state is contributed by the one-electron transition between
the highest occupied and lowest empty molecular orbitals.have just described.
Thus, the two-state model as described by Pugh and Morley20
can be applied. The values for second harmonic generation,Calculation of the b-tensor for SHG
bCT(−2v,v,v), the Pockels effect, bCT(−v,v,0) and signal
mixing, bCT(−v3 ,v1 ,v2) that we obtain by applying the two-The MNDO geometry and p-electron charge density

distribution obtained from the calculations using positive or state model (the superscript ‘CT’ signifies this Charge Transfer
approximation) to structure III in both the near and far pre-negative sparkles were used to assign the most appropriate

bonding structure for each monomer (T-cross and T-stem) resonant regions are given in Table 1. The expressions for the
above three bCT-tensors are as follows:(cf. Fig. 3), which in turn affected the choice of parameters

for the oxygen and nitrogen atoms. The core charges, ionis-
bCT(v,v,0)=2j(3vno2−v2)/(vno2−v2)ation potentials, electron affinities and Slater exponents for

O− and N+ differ from those for O and N.3 Griffiths has bCT(−v3,v1,v2)=
given a detailed list of parameters for use in SCF PPP
calculations on squaraines10 and the Slater exponents18 for j. [3vno4−vno2(v12+v22±v1v2)]

(vno2−v22) (vno2−v12) (vno2−v12−v22±2v1v2)O− and N+ are 2.10 and 2.125 (these last are used in our
CNDO/S calculations).

bCT(−2v,v,v)=1.5jvno2/[(vno2−4v2) (vno2−v2)]All-valence electron calculations (including MNDO10 and
CNDO/S12) on squaraine dyes give excitation energies that j=4p2e3 (rnoy)2 (Drnoy)/h2are too high and Bigelow and Freund needed to introduce a
substantial post-calculation correction factor.9 Within the in which e is the unit of electronic charge, h is Planck’s

constant, and rnoy and Drnoy are the transition moment andSCF PPP CI approximation, the use of a carefully selected set
of parameters (such as those of Griffiths,10 or modifications change in molecular dipole moment in the y-direction for the

CT transition with frequency vno . In bCT(−v3 ,v1 ,v2), thethereof13) gives good agreement with experiment. For example,
the calculated energy of the first excited singlet state of a upper signs are for summation of the incident frequencies, and

the lower signs for their difference.centrosymmetric squaraine monomer (R=H or CH3) lies
close to the value observed in solution. We have adopted the The simplest distortion of the idealised T-dimer is to

maintain co-planarity whilst deflecting the T-stem monomerSCF PPP CI method to evaluate the energy of the 25 lowest
energy singlet excited state using configuration interaction by an angle h. The mutual perturbations that arise at larger

values of h will cause both monomers to adopt a hemiqui-between the 25 lowest energy one-electron excitations. We find
that a red shift of 50–70 nm is predicted in the first excited nonoid form (structure III ). In this circumstance, and with

h=90°, the SHG effect is zero by symmetry. However, withstate of the non-centrosymmetric monomers (compared to the
centrosymmetric monomers). We have used the set of excited h=45°, the lower symmetry dictates that b

y
and b

x
=

b
xxx

+(b
xyy

+b
yxy

+b
yyx

)/3 are now both non-zero, and thestates, as described elsewhere19,20 to evaluate b(−2v,v,v), the
SHG tensor, by the sum-over-states (SOS) method. The non- joint effect of intramolecular charge transfer along both pairs

of molecular axes gives, by vector addition, a value fordistorted T-dimer (Fig. 3) retains mirror symmetry about the
xy and yz planes. This determines that all tensor components b(2v,v,v) of 582×10−30 cm5 esu−1 in the far pre-resonant

region.are zero except for b
y
=b

yyy
+(b

yxx
+b

xyx
+b

xxy
)/3. Our results

show that b
y

is dominated by contributions from the transfer Although the CNDO/S method has proved to be
unsatisfactory for predicting the optical spectra of large dyeof charge between the two oxygen atoms in the T-cross

monomer and the transfer of charge along the long molecular molecules,10,12 we have adopted it for assessing the extent of
intermolecular charge transfer in the distorted T-dimers. Ouraxis of the T-stem monomer, with the latter being approxi-

mately 35 times larger than the former in absolute magnitude. CNDO/S results show little evidence for intermolecular charge
transfer, presumably because the two component monomersThese two contributions are opposite in sign. Using Griffith’s

parameters,10 we find that for the idealised T-dimer (Fig. 3) are coplanar. We have thus been enabled to reveal the highly
significant role of intramolecular charge transfer in the contextb(−2v,v,v) is 676×10−30 cm5 esu−1 at a laser wavelength of

9900 nm, rising to 1590×10−30 cm5 esu−1 at a laser wavelength of SHG by squaraine dimers. In the squaraines being studied
by Ashwell et al.,21 the steric influence of the alkyl groups willof 990 nm as the resonance condition19 vno=2v is approached,

in which vno represents the energy of the first excited electronic cause the monomers to be mutually non-coplanar, thereby
giving some degree of interfacial interaction. This last isstate. For comparative purposes, it is preferable to use values

in the far pre-resonance region, and we note that the non- lacking in the T-dimers utilised in our present work. Bulky

Table 1 Calculated values of second-order optical properties within the two-state approximation of a charge distorted monomer of the tetra-N-
methyl squaraine. Detailed expressions for the b tensors can be found elsewhere.19,20 Values shown can be converted to SI units (cm3 V−2) by
use of the factor 3.7114×10−21

Laser wavelength

Far preresonance Near preresonance
Calculated tensor l=9900 nm l=990 nm
component Experimental effect (/10−30 cm5 esu−1) (/10−30 cm5 esu−1)

bCT(−v,v,0) Pockels 345 602
bCT(−v3,v1,v2) Signal mixing (sum) 149 255

Signal mixing (diff ) 163 283
bCT(−2v,v,v) Second harmonic generation 738 1750
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